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Introduction 11 IntroductionThe path-planning problem involves planning a collision-free path for a robot moving amidobstacles. This is one of the main problems in robotics, and has been widely studied (see,e.g., the book by Latombe [30] and the survey paper by Schwartz and Sharir [46]). Inthe simplest form of the motion planning, given a moving robot B, a set O of obstacles,and a pair of placements I and F of B, we wish to �nd a continuous, collision-free pathfor B from I to F . This problem is PSPACE-complete [10, 42], and e�cient algorithmshave been developed for several special cases [46]. Most of these algorithms, however, donot take into account the dynamic constraints (for instance, velocity/acceleration bounds,curvature bounds), the so-called nonholonomic constraints, of a real robot imposed by itsphysical limitations. Although there has been considerable recent work in the roboticsliterature (see [3, 5, 7, 9, 22, 26, 28, 29, 31, 32, 34, 35, 38, 48, 49] and references therein) onnonholonomic motion-planning problems, relatively little theoretical work has been done onthese important problems, because they are considerably harder than holonomic motion-planning problems.In holonomic motion planning, the placement of a robot with k degrees of freedom isdetermined by a tuple of k (typically real) parameters, each describing one degree of freedom.The set of all placements is called the con�guration space, and the set of placements at whichthe robot does not intersect any obstacles is called the free con�guration space. There existsa path between an initial placement and a �nal placement if and only if the two placementslie within the same (path-) connected component of the free con�guration space. This isnot necessarily true if the robot has to obey nonholonomic constraints. In nonholonomicmotion planning, usually a placement is not enough to describe the robot. Instead, a robotis completely described by its state, consisting of the k parameters and their derivatives(see [30] for a more detailed discussion), which makes the problem considerably harder.In this paper, we study the path-planning problem for a point robot whose path isconstrained to have curvature of at most 1. More formally, given a continuous di�erentiablepath P : I ! R2 parameterized by arc length s 2 I, the average curvature of P in theinterval [s1; s2] � I is de�ned by kP 0(s1) � P 0(s2)k=js1 � s2j. We require that the robot'spath has an average curvature at most 1 in every interval. This restriction correspondsnaturally to constraints imposed by a steering mechanism on a car-like robot (see [30] fora formal description), because the path traced out by the middle point between the tworear wheels has an instantaneous curvature of 1� tan�, where � is the steering angle and � aparameter of the car. The maximum curvature of the path is therefore 1� tan�max, assuming�max is the maximum steering angle.1.1 Previous workDubins [20] was perhaps the �rst to study the curvature-constrained shortest paths. Heproved that, in absence of obstacles, a curvature-constrained shortest path from any startposition to any �nal position consists of at most 3 segments, each of which is either aCurvature-constrained planning July 31, 1996



Introduction 2straight line or an arc of a unit-radius circle. Reeds and Shepp [41] extended this obstacle-free characterization to robots that are allowed to make reversals. Using ideas from controltheory, Boissonnat et al. [6] gave an alternative proof for both cases, and recently Sussmann[47] was able to extend the characterization for the 3-dimensional case. In presence ofobstacles, Fortune and Wilfong [21] gave a 2poly(n;m)-time algorithm, where n is the totalnumber of vertices in the polygons de�ning the obstacles and m the number of bits ofprecision with which all points are speci�ed; their algorithm only decides whether a pathis feasible, without necessarily �nding one. Jacobs and Canny [11, 25] gave an O((n+L"2 )2 +n2(n+L"2 ) log n)-time algorithm that �nds an approximate path whose length is no morethan (1 + ") times the length of a shortest "-robust path, where L is the total edge lengthof the obstacles. (Informally, a path is "-robust if perturbations of certain points alongthe path by �"=2 | in distance or in angle | do not violate the feasibility of the path.)The path returned by this algorithm is not necessarily robust. They also presented anO(n4 log n + (n+L"2 )2)-time algorithm that computes an ("=2)-robust path whose length isno more than (1 + ")-times the length of an optimal "-robust path. For the restrictedcase of moderate obstacles, i.e., when the curvature of the boundary of obstacles is alsobounded by 1, Agarwal et al. [2] give e�cient approximation algorithms, and Boissonnatand Lazard [8] give a polynomial-time algorithm for computing the exact shortest paths forthe case when the edges of obstacles are circular arcs of unit radius. Wilfong [48] studies arestricted problem in which the robot must stay on one of m line segments (thought of as\lanes"), except to turn between lanes. For a scene with n obstacle vertices, his algorithmpreprocesses the scene in time O(m2(n2 + logm)), following which queries are answered intime O(m2). There has also been work on computing curvature-constrained paths when Bis allowed to make reversals [3, 28, 29, 33, 37]. Other, more general, dynamic constraintsare considered in [12, 13, 19, 39, 44].1.2 Model and resultsLet B be a point robot. A position X for B is a pair (loc(X);vec(X)), where loc(X)is a point representing the location of the robot and vec(X) is an angle between 0 and2�, representing its orientation, both lying in the plane. A path is an oriented curve; k � kdenotes the length of a path. A path is called legal if its average curvature is at most 1 inevery interval. Let 
 be a set of disjoint polygonal obstacles, with a total of n vertices. Alegal path is feasible (with respect to 
) if it does not intersect the interior of any obstacle of
. A path � from a position X to another position Y is optimal if it is a feasible path withthe minimum arc length, where the minimum is taken over all feasible paths from X to Y(it can be shown that the minimum always exists). Finally, following the de�nition in [25],a path � is called robust if it is feasible, and even after a small perturbation in orientation(resp. location) at each position where � passes through an obstacle vertex (resp. edge), �remains feasible and passes through the same set of obstacle vertices and edges. � is called�-robust if a perturbation of up to ��=2 can be made in the orientation and location. � isan optimal �-robust path from X to Y if its length is the minimum over all �-robust pathsCurvature-constrained planning July 31, 1996



Characterization of Optimal Paths 3from X to Y .The �rst main result of our paper is an e�cient algorithm for computing an approxima-tion to the optimal robust path (Section 3). More precisely, given an obstacle environment
 with n vertices, two positions I and F , and a parameter ", we present an O((n2="4) log n)-time algorithm that computes a feasible path from I to F whose length is at most (1 + ")times the length of an optimal "-robust path from I to F . Compared with the Jacobs-Cannyalgorithm [25], our algorithm is not only considerably faster in terms of the complexity of
, but more importantly, the running time is independent of L, the total edge length of
. The second improvement is rather signi�cant because one cannot assume L to be small.For unconstrained optimal path planning, one can scale down the environment arbitrarily(to reduce the value of L), compute a shortest path in the scaled environment, and thenscale the optimal path back. But this scaling trick does not work for curvature-constrainedshortest paths, as the scaling will change the curvature of the path as well. The path re-turned by our algorithm is not necessarily robust. We can, however, modify the algorithmto compute an ("=2)-robust path in time O((n2:5="4) log n), whose length is no more than(1+")-times the length of an optimal "-robust path. In fact, an O(n2+="4)-time algorithmcan be obtained, using the recent range-searching data structures [1], but we will not discussthis improvement in this paper.Our algorithms are based on a stronger characterization of optimal (and of optimalrobust) paths, which is interesting in its own right (Section 2.1). Roughly speaking, weprove that, except in some very special cases, an optimal path touches an edge e of 
 onlyat points near a vertex v (v is not necessarily one of the endpoints of e), such that thesepoints are visible from v. In other words, we can ignore the portions of the edges of 
 thatare not near to any vertex of 
, which enables us to develop an algorithm whose runningtime does not depend on the size of 
.2 Characterization of Optimal PathsIn this section we characterize optimal paths in presence of obstacles, in the plane. Let �be a feasible path. We call a nonempty subpath of � a C-segment (resp. L-segment) if itis a circular arc of unit radius (resp. line segment) and maximal. Suppose � consists of aC-segment, L-segment, and a C-segment, then we will say that � is of type CLC. Thisnotion can be generalized to an arbitrarily long sequence. Dubins [20] proved the followingresult.Theorem 2.1 (Dubins [20]) In an obstacle-free environment, an optimal path between anytwo positions is of type CCC or CLC, or a substring thereof.We will refer to such paths as Dubins paths. In the presence of obstacles, Fortune andWilfong [21] and Jacobs and Canny [25] observed that any subpath of an optimal path thatdoes not touch any obstacle except at the endpoints is a Dubins path. In particular,Curvature-constrained planning July 31, 1996



Characterization of Optimal Paths 4
Figure 1: Examples of Dubins paths.Theorem 2.2 (Fortune-Wilfong [21], Jacobs-Canny [25]) Given an obstacle environment
, an initial position I, and a �nal position F , an optimal path from I to F consists of asequence �1jj � � � jj�k of feasible paths, where each �i is a Dubins path from a position Xi�1to a position Xi, such that X0 = I, Xk = F , and, for 0 < i < k, loc(Xi) 2 @
.Although Jacobs and Canny [25] did not prove it explicitly, the above theorem holdseven for �-robust optimal paths. (Their approximation algorithm uses this stronger claimimplicitly.) This theorem implies that an optimal path is a �nite sequence of C- and L-segments, so it can be represented as a �nite string over the alphabet fC;Lg. There are,however, in�nite number of such paths | an optimal path can touch a vertex at an arbitraryorientation, or it can touch an arbitrary point of an edge. Jacobs and Canny [25] observethat if one is interested only in computing (1 + ")-approximate paths, one can choose a�nite set of orientations at which a path can touch a vertex, and can also choose a �niteset of points on each edge e at which a path can touch e. The number of points chosenon an edge is proportional to the length of the edge. That is why the running time oftheir algorithm depends on the total length of edges of 
. We circumvent this problem byproving a stronger property of optimal paths.A feasible C-segment is called free if it does not intersect 
; anchored if it touches @
at two or more points; and semi-free if it touches @
 at exactly one point. By Theorems 2.1and 2.2, an optimal path cannot have two consecutive free C-segments. Moreover, there areonly �nite number of circles that touch @
 at two or more points (assuming that there are notwo edges parallel at distance 1), so there are only �nite number of circles that may containanchored C-segments. We thus need a better understanding of semi-free C-segments.The following theorem states the main result of this section.Theorem 2.3 If w is a semi-free C-segment of an optimal path, then there is a vertex v of
 within distance 15 from the intersection point � of w and @
 that is visible from � (i.e.,the interior of the segment �v does not intersect 
).2.1 Proof of Theorem 2.3We will prove the theorem by a sequence of lemmata. We begin with a few notation andsimple observations. For a circle C and two points a; b 2 C, let C[a; b] denote the arc of CCurvature-constrained planning July 31, 1996



Characterization of Optimal Paths 5from a to b in the clockwise direction. For an oriented path � and two points a; b 2 �, let�[a; b] denote the subpath of � from a to b.If � is a vertex of 
, then there is nothing to prove, so assume that � lies in the interior ofan edge e = pq. Without loss of generality, assume that e lies on the x-axis, that w lies belowthe x-axis, and that w is oriented clockwise. We can also assume that d(p; �); d(q; �) > 15.We will regard loc(I) and loc(F ) as the vertices of 
.We divide the proof of Theorem 2.3 into several cases. For each case, we prove theexistence of a closed, simply-connected region R satisfying the following properties:P1. R lies on or below the x-axis, R contains �, and either @R contains a vertex of 
 orthe interior of R contains a point of @
.P2. If an edge g 2 
 intersects the interior of R, it crosses @R in at most one point, whichimplies that at least one of the endpoints of g lies inside R.P3. d(�; x) � 15 for all points x 2 R.See Figure 2 for an example. P1{P3 together imply that there is a vertex of 
 withindistance 15 from �. In order to prove that there is also a vertex within distance 15 from �which is visible from �, we introduce R�, the convex hull of R.Lemma 2.4 If a simply connected region R satis�es P1{P3, then R� also satis�es P1{P3.Proof: P1 is obvious. If an obstacle edge g crosses @R� at two points, then, using acontinuity argument and the fact that R is simply connected, one can prove that g alsocrosses @R at two points, which contradicts property P2 of R. Hence, g crosses @R� in atmost one point, thereby proving P2.For any point x 2 R�, the ray emanating from � and passing through x intersects@R� at one point, say y (y may be identical to x). If y 2 R, property P3 follows sinced(�; x) � d(�; y) � 15. Otherwise y lies in the interior of a line segment, both of whoseendpoints, say u and v, lie on @R. Property P3 also follows since d(�; x) � d(�; y) �maxfd(�; u); d(�; v)g � 15. This completes the proof of the lemma. 2For each obstacle edge e that intersects R�, clip it within R�. Let E denote the set ofclipped segments. (If an endpoint of an edge lies on @R�, but the edge does not intersectthe interior of R�, we add that endpoint as a degenerate segment to E.) By property P1,E 6= ;. We de�ne the following partial ordering on the segments of E. We say that ei � ej(ei; ej 2 E) if any ray emanating from � and intersecting both ei and ej intersects ei beforeintersecting ej (That is, viewed from �, ej cannot occlude any portion of ei). Such anordering always exists because the segments of E are disjoint, they lie below the x-axis, and� lies on the x-axis; see, e.g., [17, 23]. Moreover, this partial ordering can be extended toa total ordering. By the de�nition of the ordering, every point on the �rst segment in thisCurvature-constrained planning July 31, 1996



Characterization of Optimal Paths 6ordering is visible from �. But one of the endpoints of this segment, say, v, is a vertex of
, so we have found an obstacle vertex v within distance 15 from � that is visible from �.The following simple lemma, which will be useful in many cases, follows from Lemma 2.4.Lemma 2.5 Let � and � be two points on an optimal path � from I to F such that �; �,and � appear in that order along �, such that �[�; �] lies below or on the x-axis, and suchthat d(�; x) � 15 for all x 2 �[�; �]. Let R be the convex hull of �[�; �]. If � is an obstaclevertex or if it lies in the interior of an obstacle edge whose supporting line intersects �[�; �]at a point other than �, then R satis�es P1{P3. See Figure 2.� �R�Figure 2: �[�; �] and its convex hull.Proof: Since R is the convex hull of �[�; �], R is a simply connected region. We canshow that R satis�es P2 and P3, following an argument similar to the one in the proof ofLemma 2.4. If � is a vertex, R satis�es P1. Otherwise the obstacle edge containing � liesin the interior of R near �, because the line supporting this edge intersects the interior ofR. Hence, R satis�es P1 also. This completes the proof. 2Since we regard loc(I) and loc(F ) as vertices of 
 and assume that � is not a vertex,the semi-free C-segment w has to be a middle segment of �. Let w� (resp. w+) be thesegment of � immediately before (resp. after) w.Using a perturbation argument, similar to the one used in [2] (see Figure 3), one caneasily prove the following lemma, whose proof is omitted from here.Lemma 2.6 If w is neither the �rst segment nor the last segment of �, then (i) kwk > �,and (ii) either w� or w+ is a C-segment.Let us assume that w� is a C-segment. Let �� (resp. �+) be the point on � thatintersects 
 immediately before (resp. after) �. Since �[��; �] is a Dubins path and w� isa C-segment, �[��; �] consists of two or three C-segments. In either case,d(�; x) � 6; (1)for any x 2 �[��; �]. Here onwards, we will assume thatCurvature-constrained planning July 31, 1996



Characterization of Optimal Paths 7
(a) (b)Figure 3: Length reducing perturbations: (a) kwk � �, (ii) both w� and w+ are L-segments.(?) �� lies in the interior of an edge e� and the line, `�, supporting e� doesnot intersect �[��; �].If � does not satis�es (?), Theorem 2.3 easily follows from Lemma 2.5. Let � be theintersection point of `� and the x-axis. Without loss of generality, assume that � lies tothe left of �.We consider the following three cases and prove the existence of a region R satisfyingP1{P3 for each case separately.Case 1. The angle \���� � �=6; see Figure 4.Case 2. The angle \���� < �=6.Case 2.1. d(�; �+) < 8; see Figure 5.Case 2.2. d(�; �+) � 8; see Figure 6.Lemma 2.7 There exists a region R satisfying P1{P3, for Case 1, i.e., when \���� � �=6.

R ��e
e��� p�p

(b)
Re�� �=6�
��p�p e �
(a)Figure 4: \���� � �=6: (a) �[��; �] has two C-segments; (b) �[��; �] has three C-segments.Proof: We de�ne R to be the closed region bounded by �[��; �] and the segments ��and ���. See Figure 4. By assumption (?), neither x-axis nor `� intersects the interiorCurvature-constrained planning July 31, 1996



Characterization of Optimal Paths 8of �[��; �], therefore R is a simply connected region. Using the sine law and the fact thatd(�; ��) � 6 (see (1)), we obtaind(�; �) = d(�; ��)sin\����sin\���� � d(�; ��)sin(�=6) � 6sin(�=6) � 12:Since d(p; �) > 15, we have � 2 e. The obstacle edges are disjoint, so the left endpoint ofe�, say p�, has to lie on the segment ���, and thus on the boundary of R, implying that Rsatis�es P1. R also satis�es P2 because any obstacle edge g 2 
 can cross @R only at thesegment �p�. Finally, for any x 2 R, d(�; x) � maxfd(�; �); 6g � 12, therefore R satis�esP3 as well. 2Lemma 2.8 There exists a region R satisfying P1{P3, for Case 2.1, i.e., when \���� <�=6 and d(�; �+) < 8.Proof: If �+ is an obstacle vertex, then the claim follows from Lemma 2.5, so assumethat �+ lies in the interior of an obstacle edge e+. Since d(�; �+) � 8, �+ lies in a discD� of radius 8 centered at �. Let u (resp. v) be the point on e at distance 8 from � to itsleft (resp. right). If the left endpoint of e� lies to the left of u, let u0 be the point on e�with the same x-coordinate as u; otherwise, let u0 be the left endpoint of e�. Similarly,if the right endpoint of e� lies to the right of v, let v0 be the point on e� with the samex-coordinate as v; otherwise let v0 be the right endpoint of e�. See Figure 5. We set R tobe the quadrilateral uu0v0v. R obviously satis�es P1, because either an endpoint of e� lieson @R (see Figure 5b for an example), or �+ (which is a point on the edge e+) lies in theinterior of R (this is because by the construction of R, R contains the portion of the discD� in between e and e�; see Figure 5a for an example). An obstacle edge g cannot intersectuv or u0v0 (as they are portions of obstacle edges), and g cannot intersect both uu0 and vv0(as this would imply that g intersects �[��; �]). Hence R satis�es P2.
s00e�

u
�� �+s
e

u0 (a)
� v
s0 v0

�u v
��
e

(b) �+e�s s0 v00u0 q� s00Figure 5: \���+ < �=6 and d(�; �+) < 8: (a) �+ lies in the interior of R; (b) q� lies on @R.Finally, we prove that R satis�es (P3). Let v00 be the point on `� that has the samex-coordinate as v (v00 = v0 if the right endpoint of e� lies to the right of v). It can be shownCurvature-constrained planning July 31, 1996



Characterization of Optimal Paths 9that, for any x 2 R, d(�; x) � d(�; v00) (here we are assuming that ` and `� intersect to theleft of �). Let s (resp. s0) be a point on e�, such that �s ? e� (resp. �s0 ? e). Let s00 be apoint on the segment vv00 such that s0s00 ? vv00. Notice that \s�s0 = \v00s0s00 = \���� <�=6, where � is the intersection point of lines containing e and e�. Sinced(v; s00) = d(�; s0) = d(�; s) sec\s�s0 < d(�; ��) sec �6 � 6 � 2p3 = 12p3 ;and d(s00; v00) = d(s0; s00) tan\v00s0s00 < d(�; v) tan �6 = 8 � 1p3 = 8p3 ;we have d(v; v00) < 20=p3. Therefore for any x 2 R,d(�; x) � d(�; v00) = qd(�; v)2 + d(v; v00)2 � q82 + (20=p3)2 � 15:This completes the proof of the lemma. 2Lemma 2.9 There exists a region R satisfying P1{P3, for Case 2.2, i.e., when \���� <�=6 and d(�; �+) � 8.Proof: If w+, the segment of � following w, is a C-segment, then, by Theorem 2.1,�[�; �+] consists of at most three C-segments and d(�; �+) � 6, which contradicts theassumption that d(�; �+) > 8. Hence w+ is an L-segment, �[�; �+] is of CLC type, andkw+k � d(�; �+)� 4 > 4.Let C1 and C2 be the circles containing w� and w, respectively, and let h be the linesupporting w+. There are two cases to consider:(i) h does not intersect C1,(ii) h intersects C1.Case (i): See Figure 6a. Let C3 be the other (unit-radius) circle tangent to both h andC1. Let a (resp. b) be the intersection point of C3 with C1 (resp. h). Since jw+j > 4, b lieson the segment w+.Let c be the common point of C1 and C2. Any line tangent to C1 at a point on the arcC1[c; a] intersects the path �[c; b]. Hence, by assumption (?), �� can not lie on C1[c; a], i.e.,a 2 �[��; �]. De�ne R to be the closed region bounded by �[a; b] and the segment ab; seethe shaded region in Figure 6a. If the arc C3[a; b] does not cross any obstacle edge, we canshorten � by replacing �[a; b] with C3[a; b], contradicting the optimality of �. Hence, anedge of 
 intersects C3[a; b], thus, also intersects the interior of R; thereby implying that Rsatis�es P1. Since an edge of 
 can cross @R only at ab, P2 is obvious. Finally, every pointon @R is within distance 15 from �, P3 also follows.Case (ii): See Figure 6b. Let f be the �rst intersection point of h with C1. Let ab bethe segment tangent to C1 and C2 at a and b respectively. Let C3 be the unit-radius circleCurvature-constrained planning July 31, 1996



Characterization of Optimal Paths 10

(a) (b)
C2 C3 bR� �� C2 abc d C1

R�c w+w w
C1 C3

f ��w� h ha
Figure 6: \���� < �=6 and d(�; �+) � 8: (a) h does not intersect C1; (b) h intersects C1.tangent to C2 and h at c and d respectively. Since jw+j > 4, both d and f lie on the segmentw+.The same argument as in case (i) implies that a 2 �[��; �]. De�ne R to be the regionbounded by the segment ab, the circular arc C2[c; b] the segments cd and df , and the circulararc C1[f; a]; see the shaded region in Figure 6b. An obstacle edge crosses either the segmentab or the arc C3[c; d], thus intersecting the interior of R, because otherwise the path obtainedby concatenating the segment ab and the circular arcs C2[c; b] and C3[c; d] is shorter thanthe path �[a; d], contradicting the optimality of �. This means that R satis�es P1. Anobstacle edge can cross @R only at segments cd and ab, and none of the edges can crossboth the segments (because then it would cross �), P2 follows. Finally, every point on @Ris within distance 15 from �, so P3 also follows. 2These lemmata together complete the proof of Theorem 2.3.A closer look at the proof reveals that Theorem 2.3 holds even if � is a �-robust optimalpath. As mentioned in the beginning of the section, Theorem 2.2 is true even for �-robustoptimal paths, therefore it su�ces to argue that Lemmas 2.6{2.9 hold for the �-robustcase. Indeed, Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8 do not perform any perturbation and rely only on thefeasibility of �, so they obviously hold for robust paths also. Lemmas 2.6 and 2.9 perturbthe path in such a way that the positions at which the perturbed path touches 
 is a subsetof those at which the original path touches 
 (see e.g., Figure 6). Hence, by the de�nitionof robustness, if � is robust, then the perturbed path is also robust. We can thereforeconcludeTheorem 2.10 If w is a semi-free C-segment of an optimal �-robust path, then there is avertex v of 
 within distance 15 from the intersection point � of w and @
 that is visiblefrom �.Curvature-constrained planning July 31, 1996



Characterization of Optimal Paths 112.2 Anchored C-segmentsRecall that a C-segment is called anchored if it touches @
 at two (or more) points. Weprove a property of anchored C-segments, which will be useful later. We call an anchoredC-segment, touching @
 at two points p1 2 e1 and p2 2 e2, good if we can �nd two obstaclevertices v1 and v2 (not necessarily distinct) such that vi is visible from pi and d(pi; vi) � 15.Otherwise, it is called bad.We �rst mention a simple lemma, which can be proved using a perturbation argumentsimilar to the one in Figure 3. We omit the proof from here, and refer the reader to [2].Lemma 2.11 An optimal does not contain a C-segment that touches two parallel obstacleedges at their interior points, and that does not touch any other obstacle edge.Lemma 2.12 If w is a feasible bad anchored C-segment, then no obstacle edge intersectsthe interior of the circle containing w.Proof: Let w be an anchored C-segment touching @
 at two points p1 2 e1 and p2 2 e2.Since w is a bad anchored C-segment, one of pi, say p1, has to be at least 15 distance awayfrom the endpoints of ei. Without loss of generality, let e = e1, e� = e2, � = p1, �� = p2,where e; e�; �; �� are as de�ned in the last section.It can be shown that the angle between e and e� is < �=6. Otherwise, following theproof of Lemma 2.7, we can �nd a vertex vi, such that vi is visible to pi and d(vi; pi) � 15,contradicting the assumption that w is a bad anchored C-segment.Let C be the circle containing w. We construct a region R, as in the proof of Lemma 2.8(except that we set d(�; u) = d(�; v) = 2, since the distance between any point inside Cand � is � 2). R satis�es P2 (since w is feasible) and P3. If an obstacle edge intersects theinterior of C, it also intersects R, making R satisfy P1. If so, we can �nd for each i = 1; 2a vertex vi such that vi is visible from pi and d(vi; pi) � 15, contradicting that w is a badanchored C-segment. Thus no obstacle edge intersects the interior of C. This proves thelemma. 2Lemma 2.13 There are only O(n) circles that can contain a feasible bad anchored C-segment.Proof: For each edge e 2 
, let De be the Minkowski sum of e and the unit-radius disk. Deis a race-track bounded by two semi-circles of unit radius and two translated copies of e; seeFigure 7. An intersection point p of the straight-line edges of De and De0 corresponds to thecenter of a unit-radius circle tangent to e and e0 at their interior points. (Notice that theremay be an in�nite number of intersection points if e and e0 are parallel and unit distanceapart.) A point p lies inside De if and only if e intersects the interior of the unit-radiuscircle centered at p. Set D = Se2
De. A unit-radius circle is tangent to two edges anddoes not intersect any obstacle edge in its interior, only if its center is at a vertex of @D, orCurvature-constrained planning July 31, 1996
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p e00 e0

De
De0

e De00
Figure 7: The straight line edges ofDe andDe0 intersect at p. The unit radius circle centeredat p is tangent to both e and e0, and is crossed by e00, whose race-track De00 contains p inits interior.its center lies on a line segment of @D, which is the common part of the race-tracks of twoedges parallel and unit distance apart. By Lemma 2.11, a feasible C-segment tangent totwo parallel edges can not be bad, thus the number of circles that can contain a feasible badanchored C-segment is at most the number of vertices of @D, which, by a result of Kedemet al. [27], is O(n); so the lemma follows. 23 Computing Near Optimal PathsIn this section we present an e�cient algorithm for computing a feasible path whose lengthis no more than (1 + ") times the length of an optimal "-robust path, for any " > 0. Asin [25], we construct a weighted directed graph G = (V;E), where V is a set of discretizedpositions. These positions are obtained by discretizing the set of orientations at which apath touches a vertex and the set of points at which a path touches an edge. Jacobs andCanny [25] choose points uniformly spaced along each edge. We, on the other hand, useTheorem 2.3 and Lemma 2.13 to choose points more carefully, as described in Section 3.1.There is an edge (X;Y ) 2 E from a position X to another position Y if there exists afeasible Dubins path from X to Y . If there is more than one such path, we choose the onewith the minimum arc length. The weight of an edge is the arc-length of the chosen Dubinspath. We claim that by choosing the proper parameter � for discretization, for any optimal"-robust path � from X to Y , there is a graph path from X to Y in G whose length is atmost (1 + ") times the length of �. The choice of � and the proof of this claim are givenin Section 4. Therefore, the problem reduces to computing a shortest path in G, which canbe done in time O(jV j2), using Dijkstra's shortest-path algorithm.
Curvature-constrained planning July 31, 1996



Computing Near Optimal Paths 133.1 Computing the node setIn this subsection we describe the node set V and an e�cient algorithm for computing it.We set V = fI; Fg [ V1 [ V2 [ V3, where each subset Vi corresponds to a speci�c typeof positions. The �rst set V1 corresponds to positions located at the vertices of 
. Moreprecisely, for each vertex v of 
, V1 contains the positions (v; i�) for 0 � i � b2�=�c. V1 canbe constructed in O(n=�) time in a straight-forward manner.The second set V2 corresponds to bad anchored C-segments. For a pair of non-paralleledges e1; e2, if the unit-radius circle C tangent to e1 and e2 does not intersect any otheredge of 
, we add four positions (p1; �1); (p1; �1 + �); (p2; �2), and (p2; �2 + �) to V2, wherepi is the point at which C is tangent to ei, and �i is the angle between ei and the x-axis.Using an algorithm of Kedem et al. [27], the set of unit-radius circles tangent to two edgesand not intersecting any other edge can be computed in O(n log2 n) time, and so can bethe set V2.The third set V3 corresponds to semi-free C-segments and good anchored C-segments.For each edge e 2 
, we �rst mark a portion ê of it, as described below, and then choosethose points on e that are at distance i� from its left endpoint, for any natural number isuch that the semi-open interval [i�; (i + 1)�) intersects ê. Let Se denote the set of pointsselected on e. Assuming that the angle between e and the x-axis is �, for each point p 2 Se,we add two positions (p; �) and (p; � + �) to V3.v
Figure 8: Segments in Ev; fat edges denote the portion of Ev visible from v.We now describe which portion of each edge is marked. We mark the edges in twostages. First, for each edge e, we mark the portion that lies within distance 30 from any ofits endpoints. Next, for each vertex v 2 
, let Dv be the disk of radius 15 centered at v.Let Ev be the set of edges that contain at least one unmarked point inside Dv , i.e., e 2 Evif e\Dv contains at least one point whose distance to both endpoints of e is more than 30.For each edge e 2 Ev, we mark the portion of e \ Dv that is visible from v with respectto the edge set Ev (i.e., we ignore the edges in the set E n Ev). We repeat this step for allvertices of 
.Lemma 3.1 Let p be a point on an edge e 2 
 such that there is a vertex v of 
 visiblefrom p and such that d(p; v) � 15. Then there is a point q 2 Se within distance � from p.Curvature-constrained planning July 31, 1996



Computing Near Optimal Paths 14Proof: We only need to show that every such point p lies on ê because, by construction,for every point q 2 ê, there is a point q0 2 Se such that d(q; q0) � �. Since d(p; v) � 15 andv is visible from p, the above algorithm would have been marked p, implying that p 2 ê. 2Lemma 3.2 Let � be an optimal "-robust path from I to F , and lethX1; : : : ;Xki be the sequence of positions on � s.t. loc(Xi) 2 @
 for every 1 � i � k.There is a node Yi 2 V such that(i) If loc(Xi) is a vertex v of 
, then loc(Yi) = v and jvec(Yi)� vec(Xi)j � �; or(ii) if loc(Xi) is an interior point of an obstacle edge e, then loc(Yi) 2 e,d(loc(Yi); loc(Xi)) � �, and vec(Yi) = vec(Xi).Proof: If loc(Xi) is a vertex, the lemma follows from the de�nition of V1. If p = loc(Xi)lies in the interior of an obstacle edge e, then p lies on a semi-free C-segment, a goodanchored C-segment, or a bad anchored C-segment. In the last case, Xi is a node inV2. In the �rst two cases, there is a vertex v 2 
 so that v is visible from p and thatd(p; v) � 15. By Lemma 3.1 and the de�nition of V3, there exists a node Yi 2 V3 so thatd(loc(Yi); loc(Xi)) � � and vec(Yi) = vec(Xi). This completes the proof of the lemma.2 Next, we prove that the size of V is O(n=�). Since jV1j = O(n=�) and jV2j = O(n), itsu�ces to bound the size of V3.Lemma 3.3 Xe jSej = O(n=�).Proof: For each edge e 2 
, let ê denote the marked portions of e, #ê the number ofconnected components of ê, and kêk the total length of ê. For each connected component of ê, the algorithm chooses 2 + kk=� points. Therefore, jSej � 2#ê+ kêk=�.The total measure of points marked in the �rst stage is at most 60n. Recall that foreach vertex v, e 2 Ev if e\Dv contains at least one point whose distance to both endpointsof e is more than 30. Thus none of the endpoints of Ev lie inside Dv , and the measure ofpoints in (SEv)\Dv that are visible from v is at most 30� (the length of the perimeter ofa disk of radius 15); see Figure 8. ThereforeXe2
 kêk � 60n+ 30�n = O(n):Next, for each connected component  2 ê, if  is the �rst or the last connected com-ponent of ê, we charge  to e itself. Otherwise, charge  to any of the vertices that markedit in the second stage. We will prove in Lemma 3.4 below that each vertex is charged by atmost 10 connected components, soXe2
#ê = 2n+ 10n = O(n):Curvature-constrained planning July 31, 1996



Computing Near Optimal Paths 15This completes the proof. 2Lemma 3.4 Each obstacle vertex is charged by at most 10 connected components.
vs tDv q vDvD0v

qs0 t0z
(b)(a)Figure 9: d(s; t) < 15 and \s0vt0 > �=2.Proof: Since the edges of Ev are disjoint and do not contain any of its endpoints insideDv, v marks at most one connected component of each edge in Ev; see Figure 8. That is,for each edge e 2 Ev, either v marks the entire chord e \Dv or it does not mark any pointof e. Hence, the number of connected components charged to v is bounded by the numberof edges in Ev that are visible from v.Partition the set of edges visible from v into two subsets �1 and �2. An edge e is in �1if the length of the chord e \Dv is at least 15, and in �2 otherwise. Each edge e 2 �1 [ �2splits the circle @Dv into two circular arcs; we refer to the shorter one as the cap inducedby e. Since the edges in �1 [ �2 are visible from v, the caps induced by them are pairwisedisjoint.Each cap induced by an edge of �1 spans an angle of � �=3 because the length of thechord e \Dv is at least 15 and the radius of Dv is 15. Since the caps are disjoint, j�1j � 6.Next, let e be an edge of �2. Let p (resp. q) denote the left (resp. right) endpoint ofe, and let s (resp. t) denote the left (resp. right) endpoint of e \ Dv; see Figure 9a. Byde�nition, d(s; t) < 15, and therefore \stv;\tsv > �=3. Since e 2 Ev, e contains a point usuch that d(u; p); d(u; q) > 30. Hence, d(s; q) = d(s; u) + d(u; q) > 30, andd(v; q) = qd(s; q)2 + d(v; s)2 � 2 d(s; q) d(v; s) cos \vst> q302 + 152 � 2 � 30 � 15 � cos �=3= 15p3:Similarly, one can show that d(v; p) > 15p3.Draw a diskD0v of radius 15p3 centered at v. Since d(v; p); d(v; q) > 15p3, the endpointsof every edge in �2 lie outside D0v . Moreover, each edge of �2 is visible from v, the capsCurvature-constrained planning July 31, 1996



Computing Near Optimal Paths 16of @D0v induced by the edges of �2 are also pairwise disjoint. For an edge e, let s0; t0 bethe endpoints of e \ D0v, and z be the midpoint of the segment s0t0; See Figure 9b. Sinced(v; z) � 15 and d(v; t0) = 15p3,\s0vt0 = 2\zvt0 = 2 � cos�1 d(v; z)d(v; t0) � 2 � cos�1 1p3 > �=2:Hence, the cap of @D0v induced by e 2 �2 spans an angle of > �=2, which implies j�2j � 4.This completes the proof of the lemma. 2We now show that the node set V3 can be computed in time O(n2 log n + n=�). Forevery vertex v, the set Ev can be computed in O(n) time in a straight-forward manner.Let E0v = fe \ Dv j e 2 Evg. The portions to be marked are the subset of edges of E0vthat are visible from v with respect to the edge set E0v. (Recall that for every edge e 2 E0v,either every point on e is visible from v, or no point on e is visible from v.) This set can becomputed in O(n logn) time by performing an angular sweep around v. Let �(�) be the rayemanating from v in direction �. Let �1; : : : ; �k be the orientations such that �(�) passesthrough an endpoint of an edge in E0v. We sweep the plane with the ray �(�) by varying �from 0 to 2�. For each �, we maintain the edges of E0v intersecting �(�), sorted in the orderthey intersect �(�). Since the segments of E0v are pairwise disjoint, the ordering changesonly at �i's. Let ei 2 E0v be the �rst edge in this ordering in the interval [�i; �i+1). We markei. At each �i, we can update the ordering in time O(log n). Repeating this process for allthe vertices of 
, V3 can be computed in time O(n2 log n+ n=�). Hence, we conclude thefollowingLemma 3.5 The node set V can be computed in time O(n2 logn+ n=�).3.2 Computing the edge setWe now describe how to compute the edge set E. For each pair of positions X;Y 2 V , wecompute all O(1) Dubins paths from X to Y , check which of them are feasible, and selectthe one with the minimum arc length. The only nontrivial step is to determine whether agiven Dubins path is feasible. We will consider CCC and CLC paths separately.Testing CCC paths. CCC paths can be further classi�ed into two subcategories, asfollows. If we label a clockwise (resp. counterclockwise) oriented C-segment as C+ (resp.C�), then a CCC path is either C+C�C+ type or C�C+C� type. We consider onlyC+C�C+ paths; C�C+C� paths can be handled in a similar manner.For each position X, let CX denote the clockwise oriented circle passing through X, andlet �+X (resp. ��X) be the intersection point of CX and @
 immediately after (resp. before)loc(X), so the interiors of the arcs CX [loc(X); �+X ] and CX [��X ; loc(X)] do not intersect@
 (see Figure 10a); �+X and ��X can be computed in O(n) time.Curvature-constrained planning July 31, 1996



Computing Near Optimal Paths 17

(a)
X Y CY X e(b)

p(�1)p(�2)C(�2) C(�1)��X a1 a2CX �+X �(�1)CX
Figure 10: (a) C+C�C+ path; (b) p(�); C(�), and a critical orientation �2.Let w1w2w3 be a C+C�C+ path from a position X to another position Y , with aibeing the common endpoint of wi and wi+1, for i = 1; 2. Obviously w1 (resp. w3) does notintersect 
 if and only if a1 2 CX [loc(X); �+X ] (resp. a2 2 CY [��Y ; loc(Y )]); see Figure 10a.After computing �+X and ��X for all O(n=�) positions in time O(n2=�), given a C+C�C+path, we can check in O(1) time whether its �rst and last C-segments intersect 
. Next,we describe how to test whether the middle C-segment of a C+C�C+ path intersects 
.Fix a position X. We construct a linear-size data structure, in O(n logn) time, which,given a position Y , can determine in O(log n) time whether the middle C-segment of theC+C�C+ path from X to Y intersects any obstacle edge.For an orientation �, 0 � � < 2�, let p(�) be the point on CX such that the arc lengthof CX [loc(X); p(�)] is �. Let C(�) be the counterclockwise-directed circle tangent to CXat p(�). Set �(�) to be the �rst edge of 
 intersected by C(�), as one walks along it (inthe counterclockwise direction) starting from p(�). If there is no such edge, then �(�) isunde�ned (see Figure 10b).We call an orientation � critical if C(�) is either tangent to an obstacle edge or it passesthrough an obstacle vertex. Let h�1; �2; : : : ; �ki be the sequence of critical angles sorted inthe increasing order. Using a simple continuity argument, we can prove the following.Lemma 3.6 For all orientations � in any interval [�i; �i+1), the set of obstacle edges thatintersect C(�), and the order in which they intersect C(�), remains the same.This lemma implies that the value of �(�) remains the same for all orientations withineach interval [�i; �i+1).Lemma 3.7 There are O(n) critical orientations.Proof: For an edge e 2 
, let De be the Minkowski sum of e and the unit-radius disk.Let C 0X be the circle concentric with CX and of radius 2. C(�) is tangent to e, or passesthrough an endpoint of e, if and only if C(�) is centered at an intersection point of C 0X andCurvature-constrained planning July 31, 1996



Computing Near Optimal Paths 18@De. There are at most 4 intersection points between C 0X and @De. Thus an edge e cancontribute at most O(1) critical orientations, resulting in O(n) critical orientations for alledges. 2These O(n) critical orientations can be computed in O(n) time. By sweeping the circleC(�) for � 2 [0; 2�), we can compute the values of � for all O(n) intervals [�i; �i+1) inO(n log n) time, as follows. For each �, we maintain the set of edges intersecting C(�),sorted in the order in which they intersect C(�). By Lemma 3.6, this ordering changes onlyat critical orientations. At each critical orientation, we can update the ordering in O(log n)time, thus, spending a total of O(n logn) time. We record the values of � for each interval[�i; �i+1).Now, given a C+C�C+ Dubins path w1w2w3, we �rst compute the orientation � of a1,the common endpoint of w1 and w2. Using the above data structure, we can determinee = �(�) in O(log n) time by a binary search. Finally, we check in O(1) time whether w2intersects the edge e (That is, we check whether a2, the common endpoint of w2 and w3,lies before the intersection point of C(�) and e, in which case w2 does not intersect any edgeof 
). This completes the description of the data structure.We can thus conclude that for all X;Y 2 V , we can determine in time O((n2=�2) log n)whether there is a feasible CCC-path from X to Y .Testing CLC paths. There are four types of CLC paths, namely C+LC+, C+LC�,C�LC+ and C�LC�. Consider C+LC+ paths. Let w1w2w3 be a C+LC+ path. AfterO(n2=�) preprocessing as above, we can easily determine whether w1 or w3 intersects 
.As for w2, we construct a similar data structure. Fix a position X. For a given �, we nowde�ne `(�) to be the ray tangent to CX and emanating from p(�), and de�ne �(�) to bethe �rst edge of 
 intersected by `(�). An orientation � is critical if `(�) passes througha vertex of 
. We can again construct a linear-size data structure in O(n logn) time thatgiven a position Y , can determine in O(log n) time whether the line segment of C+LC+path from X to Y intersects 
.Hence, we can compute in O((n2=�2) log n) time all pairs X;Y 2 V that admit a feasibleC+LC+ path from X to Y . Repeating this procedure for other types of CLC paths, wecan compute in O((n2=�2) log n) time all the pairs X;Y 2 V for which there is a feasibleCLC path from X to Y .After having computed the vertices and edges of G, we can compute a shortest path inG, using any standard shortest-path algorithm [18]. Putting everything together, we obtainthe following result.Theorem 3.8 The graph G, as described above, can be constructed in time O((n2=�2) log n),and a shortest path from I to F in G can be computed in an additional O(n2=�2) time.
Curvature-constrained planning July 31, 1996



Error Analysis 194 Error AnalysisIn this section we prove that if � is chosen to be at most c"2, where c is a su�ciently smallconstant independent of ", then the above algorithm computes an (1 + ")-approximateshortest path from I to F . We �rst bound the change in the length of a Dubins path aswe perturb its end-positions, and then we bound the length of the path computed by theabove algorithm.4.1 Error induced by a single Dubins pathTo give an error bound for our approximation algorithm, we need to answer the followingquestion: given two Dubins paths of the same type whose end-positions di�er by a smallamount, what is the di�erence in length of these two paths? Let X and X 0 be two positions.If loc(X 0) = loc(X), we de�ne �(X 0;X) to be jvec(X 0) � vec(X)j; and if vec(X 0) =vec(X), then we de�ne �(X 0;X) to be kloc(X 0) � loc(X)k. For two paths � and �0,let �(�0;�) be the di�erence in length of these two paths, i.e., �(�0;�) = ���k�0k � k�k���:Two Dubins paths �XY and �X0Y 0 of the same type from X to Y and from X 0 to Y 0,respectively, will be called homotopic if �XY can be continuously deformed to �X0Y 0 insuch a way that every intermediate path is also a Dubins path of the same type.Lemma 4.1 Let � be a CLC path from a position I to a position F . Let I 0 and F 0 bepositions such that �(I 0; I) = �I and �(F 0; F ) = �F , for any reals �I ; �F � 0. Let �0 be thepath from I 0 to F 0 of the same type as � and homotopic to �. Then�(�0;�) = O(�I + �F ):Proof: We will prove that if �F = 0 (i.e., F 0 = F ), then �(�0;�) = O(�I). By reversingthe direction of �, this also implies that �(�0;�) = O(�F ) if �I = 0. If both �I ; �F > 0,then let �00 be the CLC path from I 0 to F of the same type as �. Then�(�0;�) � �(�00;�) +�(�0;�00) = O(�I + �F );as claimed. We now assume F 0 = F , and set � = �I .We will prove the claim for the case in which I is located at an obstacle vertex u, i.e.,I = (u; �I) and jvec(I 0)�vec(I)j = �. Let C1 (resp. C2) be the unit-radius circle containingthe initial (resp. �nal) C-segment of �, and let oi (for i = 1; 2) denote the centers of Ci.Let C 01 be the circle containing the initial C-segment of �0, and let o01 be the center of C 01.If � is a C+LC+ or C�LC� type path, thenk�k = jvec(I)� vec(F )j+ d(o1; o2);in which case,�(�;�) � jvec(I 0)� vec(I)j + jd(o1; o2)� d(o01; o2)j � � + d(o1; o01):Curvature-constrained planning July 31, 1996



Error Analysis 20By applying the cosine law to 4o1uo01 (see Figure 11(b)),d(o1; o01) = p1 + 1� 2 cos � = 2 sin(�=2) � �: (1)Therefore, �(�0;�) � 2�.
o1 o2s

t(a) (b)� �oC1
C2 �0I = (u; �I)

q
us s0 vo2F = (v; �F )p C01�0o1o01 t t0Figure 11: Bounding the di�erence in path length for CLC paths.In the following we prove the lemma for the case when � is a C+LC� type path; theother case, when � is a C�LC+ type path, is symmetric. Let p (resp. q) be the initial(resp. �nal) point of the L-segment of �, i.e., it is the point at which the common tangentof C+1 and C�2 touches C1 (resp. C2). Let s be the point on C1 such that so1 ? o1o2 and\so1p < �=2, and let S be the position on C1 corresponding to s, i.e., loc(S) = s andvec(S) is the orientation of the tangent to C1 (assuming that C1 is clockwise oriented) at s.We de�ne a similar point t and position T on C2; see Figure 11(a). Instead of considering�, we consider the C+LC� path from S to T ; and let � be the length of this path. If wemeasure the angles in counterclockwise direction and choose their values between �� and�, then k�k = �+ �+ �(see Figure 11(a)), where � = \so1u and � = \to2v. We de�ne �0, �0 and �0 correspondingto �0. Then k�0k = �0 + �0 + �0, and�(�0;�) � j�0 � �j+ j�0 � �j+ j�0 � �j: (2)We �rst bound j�0 � �j. Applying the sine law to 4o1o2o01,sin\o1o2o01d(o1; o01) = sin\o01o1o2d(o1; o2) :Using (1), the fact that d(o1; o2) � 2, and the inequality sin�1 x � 2x for any 0 � x � 1,we obtain \o1o2o01 � sin�1 �2 � �:Let w be the intersection point of lines supporting the segments so1 and s0o01. Sinceso1 ? o1o2 and s0o01 ? o01o2, \o1wo01 = \o1o2o01 � �; see Figure 12. Moreover, �0+\o1uo01 =�+ \o1wo01, therefore j�0 � �j � \o1uo01 + \o1wo01 = O(�): (3)Curvature-constrained planning July 31, 1996



Error Analysis 21

o2uo1 o01
w

ss0� �0
Figure 12: Bounding j�0 � �j.Similarly, we can show that j�0 � �j = O(�).Next, we bound j�0 � �j. Notice that� = 2 (d(o; p) + kC1[s; p]k) :Let � = d(o1; o) = d(o1; o2)=2, then \so1p = \poo1 = sin�1(1=�), and we have� = 2�sin�1 � 1��+q�2 � 1� :Similarly, if we let � = d(o01; o2)=2, then�0 = 2�sin�1 �1��+p�2 � 1� :As in (1), d(o01; o1) � �, which implies that � � � � �=2 � �. Consider the functionf(x) = sin�1 �1x�+px2 � 1:Then j�0��j = 2jf(�)�f(�)j. Since both f(x) and it derivative are monotonically increasing,j�0 � �j � 2(f(�+ �)� f(�))and j�0 � �j maximizes as � tends to in�nity. Using Taylor expansion, one can writef(x) = x+ 1Xi=1 cix2i�1 ;where jcij's are monotonically decreasing with i. Thusj�0 � �j � lim�!1 2 �+ � + 1Xi=1 ci(�+ �)2i�1 � �+ 1Xi=1 ci�2i�1!! = O(�): (4)Curvature-constrained planning July 31, 1996



Error Analysis 22Combining together (3) and (4), we obtain that�(�0;�) = O(�):This completes the proof of the lemma. 2Lemma 4.2 Let � be a CCC path from a position I to a position F . Let I 0 and F 0 bepositions such that �(I 0; I) = �I and �(F 0; F ) = �F , for any reals �I ; �F � 0. Let �0 be theDubins path from I 0 to F 0 of the same type as � and homotopic to �. Then�(�0;�) = O(p�I +p�F ):Proof: As in the proof of Lemma 4.1, we only need to prove the lemma for the case when�I > 0 and �F = 0. Let � = �I . We assume that I is located at an obstacle vertex, thusloc(I 0) = loc(I) and jvec(I 0)� vec(I)j = �. We prove the lemma for the case when � isa C�C+C� path; the other case, when � is a C+C�C+ path, is symmetric.Let p (resp. q) be the initial (resp. �nal) location of the path �. Let oi be the centerof the unit circle containing the ith C-segment of �. Consider the triangle �o1o2o3; seeFigure 13(a). Without loss of generality, assume that p lies inside 4o1o2o3 and q does not;other cases can be handled similarly. Let bi be the angle of the triangle adjacent to oi.
o1 o3o02r2

(b)
o2o01 r1qo1 o2 o3pb1 b2 b3(a) o03q� p r3Figure 13: Bounding the di�erence in path length for CCC paths.Then k�k = b1 + \po1o3 + 2� � b2 + b3 + \o1o3q= (b1 + b3) + 2� � b2 + \po1o3 + \o1o3q= � � b2 + 2� � b2 + \po1o3 + \o1o3q= 3� � 2b2 + \po1o3 + \o1o3q:Let o01; o02 and o3 be the centers of circles containing the C-segments of �0. Notice that\o01po1 = �; see Figure 13(b). Consider the triangle �o01o02o03, where o03 is the intersectionCurvature-constrained planning July 31, 1996



Error Analysis 23point of the line supporting the segment o01p and the line supporting the segment o02o3;assume that o01 is situated so that o3 lies between o2 and o03. Let ri be the angle of thetriangle adjacent to o0i. Thenk�0k = r1 + 2� � r2 + \o02o3o1 + \o1o3q= r1 + 2� � r2 + r3 +  + \o1o3q= r1 + 2� � r2 + r3 + \o01po1 + \po1o3 + \o1o3q= (r1 + r3) + 2� � r2 + � + \po1o3 + \o1o3q= 3� � 2r2 + � + \po1o3 + \o1o3q:Thus �(�0;�) = j� + 2b2 � 2r2j � � + 2jb2 � r2j:Let � = d(o1; o3) and �0 = d(o01; o3). Applying the cosine law to �o1o2o3 and �o01o02o3,and using the fact that d(o1; o2) = d(o2; o3) = d(o01; o02) = d(o02; o3) = 2, we obtainb2 = cos�1  22 + 22 � �22 � 2 � 2 ! = cos�1 1� �28 ! ; andr2 = cos�1  22 + 22 � �022 � 2 � 2 ! = cos�1 1� �028 ! :De�ne a function f(x) = cos�1  1� x28 ! :Then jb2 � r2j = jf(�) � f(�0)j. Since f(x) is monotonically increasing, jb2 � r2j � f(�)�f(�� �). Moreover, dfdx = 8 / q1� x216 is also monotonically increasing and � � 4, thereforejb2 � r2j maximizes at � = 4. Thusjb2 � r2j � cos�1  1� 428 !� cos�1  1� (4� �)28 !� � � cos�1(�1 + �)= � �0@� � 2ssin�1 �21A= 2ssin�1 �2 � 2p�;as desired. 2Remark 4.3 Notice that �(�;�0) = O(p�) only if the distance between the centers o1and o3 is almost 4. If d(o1; o3) � 4� c for some constant c > 0, then �(�;�0) � �=pc.Curvature-constrained planning July 31, 1996



Error Analysis 244.2 Goodness of our approximationLemma 4.4 If � = c"2, where c is a su�ciently small constant , then there exists a pathfrom I to F in the graph G computed in Section 3 whose length is at most (1+ ") times thelength of an optimal "-robust path from I to F .Proof: Let � = �1k : : : k�k be an optimal "-robust path from I to F , where each �i is a Du-bins path from a position Xi�1 to a position Xi, such that X0 = I, Xk = F and loc(Xi) 2@
, for 0 < i < k. By Lemma 3.2, there exist graph nodes Y0 = I; Y1; : : : ; Yk�1; Yk = F ,such that �(Yi;Xi) � �, such that if loc(Xi) is a vertex of 
 then loc(Yi) = loc(Xi), andsuch that if loc(Xi) is an interior point of an edge of 
 then vec(Yi) = vec(Xi). Sinceeach �i is an "-robust path and we are going to choose � = c"2 < ", there is a feasibleDubins path �0i of the same type as �i from Yi to Yi+1, for 0 � i � k � 1. Therefore(Yi; Yi+1) is an edge in G, and �0 = �01k : : : k�0k is the desired path from I to F in G. Toprove the lemma, it su�ces to show that k�0ik � (1 + ")k�ik, for 1 � i � k, provided wechoose � = c"2 small enough.If �i is a CLC path, by Lemma 4.1, �(�0i;�i) � O(�). Since �i is an "-robust path,its length is at least ". Therefore,k�0ik � k�ik+O(�) � k�ik+ "2 � (1 + ")k�ik;provided the constant c is chosen su�ciently small. If �i is a CCC path, by Lemma 4.2,�(�0i;�i) � O(p�). But the length of a CCC path is at least �, thereforek�0ik � k�ik+O(p�) � k�ik+ " � �1 + "�� k�ik � (1 + ")k�ik;provided c is chosen small enough. This completes the proof of the lemma. 2Plugging � = O("2) in Theorem 3.8, we obtain the following result.Theorem 4.5 Given a polygonal obstacle environment 
, an initial position I, a �nalposition F , and a parameter ", we can compute in time O((n2="4) log n) a feasible pathfrom I to F whose arc length is at most (1+") times the length of an optimal "-robust path.Remark 4.6 Recall that the running time of the algorithm is O((n2="4) log n) becausewe choose � = "2, and the graph G has O((n=�)) vertices and in the worst-case every pairof vertices is connected by an edge. If the distance between the centers of initial and �nalcircles of CCC-type paths for most pairs of vertices is not close to 4, one can show thatit su�ces to add edges between O((n2=�) log(1=�)) pairs of vertices, and that these pairscan be computed in time O((n2=�2) log(1=�)). In this case the time complexity improves toO((n2="2) log n log(1=")).Curvature-constrained planning July 31, 1996



Error Analysis 255 Computing Near Optimal Robust PathsThe path computed by the above algorithm is not necessarily robust because some of theedges in G may not correspond to robust paths. We can compute a graph G0 = (V;E0),where E0 is the set of edges corresponding to ("=2)-robust paths. An easy argument showsthat if � is chosen correctly, there is an ("=2)-robust path in G whose length is at most(1 + ") times the length of an optimal "-robust path from I to F .Next we show that E0 can be computed in O((n2:5="4) log n) time. For each pair ofpositions X;Y 2 V , we compute all O(1) Dubins paths from X to Y , check which of themare ("=2)-robust, and select the one with the minimum arc length. The only nontrivial stepis to determine whether a given Dubins path is ("=2)-robust.Let �XY be a Dubins path from X to Y . We can assume that loc(X) and loc(Y ) areobstacle vertices. The other cases when loc(X) or loc(Y ) lie in the interior of obstacleedges can be dealt in a similar manner. Let XY be the region formed by the set of Dubinspaths �X0Y 0 such that �(X;X 0);�(Y; Y 0) � "=4 and �X0Y 0 can be obtained by deforming�XY continuously. The boundary of XY consists of O(1) x-monotone algebraic arcs, eachof O(1) degree, and they can be computed in O(1) time.1 �XY is ("=2)-robust if and only ifXY does not intersect the interior of 
. Since loc(X) and loc(Y ) lie on the boundary ofobstacles, XY intersects the interior of any obstacle if and only if any of the obstacle edgesintersect the interior of XY . We thus have the following intersection-detection problem athand: Let � = f1; : : : ; mg be a set of m regions, each of whose boundary consists of O(1)algebraic arcs of constant degrees, and let S be a set of n disjoint line segments in the plane.Report all regions in � whose interiors do not intersect any segment of S. We present anO((mpn + n) log n)-time algorithm to report such a subset. Since m = O(n2="4) in ourcase, we conclude that we can computer all ("=2)-robust paths in time O((n2:5="4) log n).We now describe an algorithm for the intersection-detection problem just described. Itsu�ces to describe an O(n logn)-time algorithm for the case when m = pn, for otherwisewe can partition � into dm=pne subsets, �1; : : : ;�s, each of size at most pn, and solvethe intersection-detection problem for each �i and S separately. The total running time isobviously O((mpn+ n) logn).Let E be the set of x-monotone arcs bounding the regions in �. A segment e 2 Sintersects the interior of a region  2 � if at least one of the following two conditions issatis�ed: (i) An endpoint of e lies in the interior of , or (ii) e intersects the boundary of. It is possible to check both of these conditions for all regions in � in O(n logn) time,using a single sweep-line algorithm. But for the sake of clarity, we explain how to checkeach of the two conditions separately. The �rst condition can be checked in O(n logn)time by a variant of the batched point-location algorithm by Preparata [40]. It basicallysweeps a vertical line from left to right and maintains the subset of regions that intersect the1Note that there exist X 0 and Y 0 such that no �X0Y 0 can be obtained by a continuous deformation of�XY . In this case, we consider �XY non-robust even if there is a free Dubins path from X 0 to Y 0. Thesecases can be detected in O(1) time.Curvature-constrained planning July 31, 1996



Error Analysis 26sweep-line. Whenever the sweep-line encounters an endpoint p of S, it reports and deletesall the regions of � whose interior contains p. These steps can be implemented e�cientlyusing interval trees or segment trees. We omit the rather easy and standard details fromhere. The total running time of the algorithm is O((m2+n+k) log(m+n)), where k is thenumber of regions in � that contain an endpoint of S. Since m = pn, and each region of �is a semi-algebraic region of constant description complexity, k = O(m) = O(pn). Hence,the total time spent is O(n log n).Next, we explain how to detect condition (ii). This can be done by modifying theBentley-Ottman [4] algorithm for segment-intersection reporting, as follows. We sweep avertical line from left to right and store the the arcs of E [ S intersecting the sweep-line ina height balanced tree T , sorted in y-direction. The algorithm maintains the invariant thatnone of the arcs of E intersecting the sweep-line intersects any segment of S. A region is deleted from � as soon as we detect an intersection between @ and S; all the boundaryarcs of  are deleted from E as well. The sweep-line stops at the endpoints of E [ S andthe intersection points of arcs in E. At the left (resp. right) endpoint of an arc e 2 E,we insert e into T (resp. delete e from T ). We do the same at the endpoints of S. At anintersection point � of two arcs �1; �2 2 E, we swap the order of �1 and �2 in T . Wheneverone of the adjacent element of an active arc � 2 E changes (because of insertion, deletion,or swapping of two arcs), we check whether the new adjacent element is a segment e 2 S.If e and � intersect, we delete � from E and T . Let  be the region bounded by �. Wereport and delete  from �, and delete all the edges bounding . Note that deletion ofthese arcs from T may change the adjacent elements of other arcs stored in T , so we haveto check for their intersections, but this time can be charged to the arcs deleted. Since eacharc of � is deleted only once, and there are m = pn arcs, the total time spent in this stepis O(pn log(m+ n)). The sweep-line stops in at most O(m2 + n) points, hence the overalltime spent is also O(n logn). Putting all the steps together, we obtainTheorem 5.1 Given a polygonal obstacle environment 
, an initial position I, a �nalposition F , and a parameter ", we can compute in time O((n2:5="4) log n) a feasible ("=2)-robust path from I to F whose arc length is at most (1 + ") times the length of an optimal"-robust path.6 ConclusionIn this paper we presented an e�cient and simple approximation algorithm for computing acurvature-constrained shortest path. The main ingredients of our algorithm are a strongercharacterization of curvature-constrained shortest paths, by exploiting their geometry, and afast and simple algorithm for constructing the graph. We conclude this paper by suggestinga few open problems.(i) Can one improve the running time of our algorithm to almost linear? Since we areinterested only in computing approximate shortest paths, it may be su�cient to con-Curvature-constrained planning July 31, 1996
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